Wheels Of Justice (Fortress Security Book 4)
Synopsis

After losing her home and business in a flood, photographer Claire Walker relocates to Nashville, determined to rebuild her life. Two men kidnap Claire in the middle of the night in a scheme to force her captive brother to divulge classified information. When she escapes, Claire calls the one man who can help her evade the kidnappers and save her brother. Navy SEAL Zane Murphy had his career mapped out until an IED changed his life forever. A warrior to his bones, now he hunts terrorists in the corridors of cyberspace for Fortress Security. Although he hasn’t been in the field for two years, Zane can’t refuse a plea for aid from a missing operative’s sister. When he’s accused of betraying his fellow operatives, Zane vows to clear his name, unmask the real traitor, and protect Claire. The SEAL calls on friends and an elite Delta unit to assist in the mission to save Claire’s brother. With time running out, Zane has no choice but to take the woman who captured his heart into the enemy’s stronghold.
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Customer Reviews

Very enjoyable suspense novel. To be honest, to me it is not as good as her early Otter Creek
novels which are outstanding in their portrayal of Christian faith in trying circumstances. At the very end the main characters chose a church to attend and the author missed the opportunity to explore the crisis of faith for the hero about the injury that led to him having to use a wheelchair. I was disappointed in the judgmental attitudes displayed by the main characters towards minor characters because of perceived prejudice against the wheelchair bound hero.

I've been waiting for Zane's story forever! And it was just perfect. I love reading about characters from earlier books too. Now hoping for Quinn to FINALLY get his girl and for Serena & Ethan's baby to get here. And hopefully Maddox will find someone too. Oh and Adam & Trent too. So many more books, but in the meantime this one goes in my re-read list. A great, entertaining read. 5 stars!

I love both her series. The men are awesome in their strength of character and the woman are strong and courageous. The love shown between all the couple’s is wonderful to read. I can’t wait for the next book.

I love these books..Looking forward to the next one. Exciting and clean reading. Thank you Rebecca for creating these characters and sharing their lives.. I really don’t want to put one f your books down until I finish reading it. I highly recommend recommend all of these books.

I just adore everything that Rebecca Deel writes, and this story is no exception! I have been eagerly awaiting Zane’s story and was thrilled that the tech expert finally got his happy ending. He certainly met his match with Claire, who was the perfect mix of tough, sweet, and loyal. The scene with Maddox was emotional, and I loved how Claire stood by his side. It was also fantastic to catch up with the rest of the Fortress and Durnago gang! My only complaint is that I wanted more Ivy and Alex!The suspense was great, and I really like the traitor angle. Rebecca Deel does a great job with pacing her stories, and I can never put her books down! The romance was so sweet and it was a perfect mix with the action. I can’t wait until her next release!

Spine-tingling suspense and a romance to warm your heart. Zane deserves to be loved and loved he is. Claire, a teammate’s sister is in trouble -- kidnapped by two thugs and in the process of evading them. She calls Zane for help. And he responds -- by ensuring her rescue. Then he takes responsibility for her protection. Things get crazy quickly as another attempt is made to abduct her. It’s all tied to her brother and a notorious drug lord. But Zane and the Fortress team are on the case.
And Claire is no shrinking violet. She holds her own against thugs, a drug lord, and even the Fortress team. She’s a great match for Zane.

I have read every book that author, Rebecca Deel has written. Wheels Of Justice is a book that demonstrates how to overlook diversity. It’s a story that can teach us all how, when we overcome our obstacles and challenges, that we can still live life to its fullest. I enjoy reading novels that have action and suspense in them. However, I also enjoy these types of books when a lesson can be taken from the story. I would recommend Wheels Of Justice and any of the other books that Rebecca Deel has written, to anyone.

Zane’s story and so much more! Action-packed suspense with perfect romance and well placed humor, a winner in a book every time. Always a bonus is catching up with the Durango family as well as our Fortress friends. A tight, cohesive storyline that keeps you on the edge of your seat. If you haven’t read this series, get cracking, it’s one of the best out there.
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